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ABSTRACT
Correlation between dynamic strain gage measurements and

modal analysis results can be adversely affected by gage misplacement
and gage misorientation. An optimization algorithm has been
developed which allows the modeled strain gage locations and
orientations to be varied within specified tolerances. An objective
function is defined based on the least squares sum of the differences
between experimental and model results. The Kuhn-Tucker
conditions are then applied to find the gage locations and orientations
which minimize this objective function. The procedure is applied on a
one-time basis considering all measured modes of vibration
simultaneously. This procedure minimizes instrumentation error
which then allows the analyst to modify the model to more accurately
represent other factors, including boundary conditions. Flat plate
vibratory data was used to demonstrate a significant improvement in
correlation between measured data and model predictions.

NOMENCLATURE
Change in Gage Location

E	 Normal Strain
y 	Shear Strain
g	 Angle of Gage Alignment

4	 Lagrangian Function for Minimization

A,B,C,D	 Gage Placement Sensitivity Coefficients
a,b,...,p	 Coefficients of Expanded Objective Function
g	 Equality Constraint
s	 Slack Variable
u	 Lagrange Multiplier
x	 Coordinate in Gage Axial Direction
y	 Coordinate in Gage Transverse Direction

Subscript
9	 Direction Rotated A0from Gage Axial Direction
i	 Vibratory Mode Number, Index Variable
j	 Constraint Number, Index Variable
max	 Maximum Positive Gage Application Tolerance
min	 Minimum Negative Gage Application Tolerance
x	 Gage Axial Direction
y	 Gage Transverse Direction
xy 	 Shear Direction in Plane of Gage
0	 Baseline Location

INTRODUCTION
During turbine engine tests, vibratory responses of blades and

other structures are often measured using strain gages. Assessment of
the fidelity of these structures depends on accurate knowledge of the
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Figure 1. Gage misplacement geometry
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stress at all possible critical locations. Since the amount of
instrumentation that can be placed on a turbine engine blade is limited,
it is important to be able to relate the strains at sensor locations to the
stresses at locations which were not or could not be instrumented.
One approach to accomplish this transfer is the use of a structural
model in conjunction with the test. The Structural Dynamics
Response Analysis Code, SDRAC (Nichol, 1996), has been developed
by Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) to allow real-
time correlation between dynamic measurements and structural model
predictions, including model updating to improve accuracy.

To maximize the effectiveness of this model-based approach
requires accurate correlation between the strain measurements and the
model predictions. Numerous causes of difference between
measurement and prediction exist, including inability to accurately
model boundary conditions, geometrical and material irregularities,
and inaccurate representation of sensor locations. The latter of these
causes is addressed in this paper.

Accurate placement and alignment of strain gage applications is
difficult even on fairly simple geometries. It becomes especially
challenging on a complex shape such as a cambered, twisted, and
tapered engine blade. Gages are typically applied in high-strain
regions on a blade, which usually also are areas of high strain
gradient. This magnifies the error caused by slight variations in gage
location or orientation (Nichol, 1991).

The SDRAC code has the capability to use test data to correct the
finite element structural model to better represent uncertain physical
parameters, such as boundary conditions and material or structural
variations. However, the success of this model modification
procedure can be hindered by the errors induced by gage

misplacement or misorientation. To remedy this problem, the
objective of this current effort was to develop an algorithm, which can
be used to perform a one-time correction to minimize measurement
error resulting from gage location sensitivity.

STRAIN SENSITIVITY MAPPING
A prerequisite to a method for "correcting" gage locations is an

algorithm to compute strain sensitivities from the finite element
results. There are two steps to determining these sensitivities. First, it
is necessary to be able to calculate, using the finite element model, the
predicted strain measurement. With this capability, the next step is to
compute the sensitivity of this measurement to gage misplacement or
misorientation parameters.

Strain Gage Model
The predicted strain gage measurement could be determined by

using the strain predicted by the finite element code at the center of
the specified gage location. However, real strain gages are of finite
size. This fact, and the typically high strain gradients in the
application regions, necessitate the explicit modeling of the actual
strain gage geometry. The method used in the SDRAC code is
described by Nichol, 1998. Displacements are computed at the four
corners of a rectangular gage using the shape functions for the
elements in which each node is located. A linear interpolation is then

applied to determine displacement gradients (strains), and the average
strain over the area of the gage is calculated. (Note that this method
can be applied to a unidirectional strain gage or one leg of a strain
gage rosette.)

Strain Gage Placement Sensitivity Model
The algorithm just described provides a method for computing

the strain measured by a finite-size strain gage at a given location. For
the purposes of deriving the sensitivity of small changes in gage
placement/orientation, it is assumed that strain varies linearly with
small changes in location parallel or perpendicular to the gage
direction (Ax, Ay) as shown in Figure 1. Representing effects of
variations in orientation are necessarily more complex. If the x-
direction is parallel to the gage direction, the strain transforms
according to:

ce =6z Cos t OB+e , sin e OB+ y^ sinAOcosAO	 (1)

For small changes in orientation (cosAO -1, sinM6nM), this
approximates to:

ce =er +e (M)2 + yr1A9	(2)

Y

Thus, even for small changes in orientation, the change in strain
is a quadratic function of AB (as long as ey cannot be neglected).
These assumptions lead to the following relationship for the strain
amplitude field in the near vicinity of the assumed gage position:

s; =so +A,(Ax)+B; (Ay)+C; (A0)+D; (A9) 2 (3)

where co is the strain amplitude at the baseline assumed location
(dx=0y=z6=0), Ax and Dy are the x- and y-distances from the baseline
location, respectively, OB is the orientation angle measured from the
baseline orientation, A, B, C and D are sensitivity coefficients, and the
subscript i indicates vibration modal number. These are determined
by the following procedure:

1. Specify gage placement tolerances (min and max values of
&, Ay, A9) based upon experience, geometrical complexity,
and gage size
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2. Compute the predicted strains for all combinations of
minimum and maximum values of Ax, Ay, AO

3. Use a least squares fit to Eqn. 3 above to determine Ai, B1,
C1, and D.

4. Repeat steps 1-3 for each mode i.

Now, the Lagrangian function for minimization can be written in
the form:

4= Objective function. + 	 ui gi	(9)
i=I

where uj are Lagrange multipliers (uj >_ 0 at the minimum point).

GAGE MISPLACEMENT COMPENSATION
ALGORITHM

This section includes a discussion of the objective function to be
minimized, the geometrical constraints, the conditions for optimum,
the physical meaning of Lagrange multipliers and slack variables, and
the procedure for obtaining the optimum solution.

Objective Function and Constraints
The objective is to move the gage a small amount to minimize the

sum of the least squares difference between the predicted and
measured strain amplitudes for all modes measured. Mathematically,
this can be expressed as:

N.. 2
Minimize the Objective Function: 	 (s; – E;^)	 (4)

&min ^ 1X ^ Amax

With constraints:	 DYmin : AY ^ AYmax	 (5)

Mmin ^ De ^ Demax

The objective function in Eqn. 4 can be expanded to obtain:
2

(s; —e;_,) =a+b(dr) 2 +c(Ay)
2
 +d(De) 2

+ e(&ziy) + f (0xAO) + g(iiyA O) + h(Ax) + j(Dy)	 (6)

+k(Ae)+1(AO)' +m(AO) 3 +n(AxXAO) 2

+ p(AYXoe) 2

where: (a, b, c, ...) are functions of A1, Bi, CC, and D1 and are defined
in Appendix A.

The constraints shown in Eqn. 5 above are expanded into six
separate inequality constraints as:

A Amax ^ 0 , &min & ^ O
AY — Aym.: 0 , AYmin — DY ^ 0 	(7)

LIB—Demix <0 , AOmin —Ae<0
These inequality constraints can then be converted into equality

constraints by adding slack variables, si, (unknown quantities) to get:

g,=dz–Oxmax +s; =0
2

g2 	 m^—&+52 =0

g3 = DY — DYmax + S3 =0 	 (8)

ga = DYmin — AY + S4 =0

g5 =DB—Aem +SS =0

g6 °Demm —Ae+S2 =0

Kuhn-Tucker Necessary Conditions For Optimum
For a candidate gage location (i.e. Ax, 1.y, AG) to be a minimum

point, it must satisfy what are known as the Kuhn-Tucker (K-T)
Conditions (Arora, 1989). Essentially, this requires that the
Lagrangian (4) be stationary at that point. Mathematically, this can be
expressed by:

ad	 ad4 ) =0,^Ay) =0, 4 ) =0 	 (10)

and	 —=0'  a—^ = 0 (j=1,6)
oui 	obi

Applying the Kuhn-Tucker Conditions to our objective function
and constraints yields the following set of equations:

4^) =2bAx+eAy+fA9+h+n(A9) +u, –u2 =0 (11)

=eAx+2chy+gA0+j+p(A0) 2 +u3 –u4 =0 (12)4Ay) 

4e) = fAz+goy+2dAO+k+41(0) 3 +3m(A9)2 
(13)

+ 2n(OxAO) + 2 p(DyA9) + u5 —u5 =0

Aj_AX max +SI =0 , &min—AX+SZ =0

	

AY — AYmax + S3 =0 , AYmin —
AY+S4 =0	 (14)

ee-eem.+SS =0 , 1emin —D9+S6 =0

u,s, = 0 , u2 s2 = 0

u 3 s3 =0 , u4 s4 =0	 (15)

u5S5 = 0 , u6S6 = 0

u1 >_0, i=1,6

The switching conditions, u;S, = 0, will theoretically yield a total of
26=64 possible solution sets. However, if the allowable range for
placement of the gage is finite (i.e. >0), then sl and s2 cannot be
simultaneously zero (similarly for pairs s3 & s4 and s5 & s6). This
reduces the maximum possible number of solutions to 27.

Physical Meaning of Setting u=0 or s=O
For a given constraint, setting the Lagrange multiplier, u, to zero

is equivalent to stating that that particular constraint is not active for
that solution. Since the solution (if there is one) does not lie on this
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Table 2. Results of gage misplacement compensation

constraint, the corresponding slack variable cannot be zero. However,
if the obtained solution yields a value for the slack variable squared
(s2) that is less than zero, the solution does not lie within the feasible
design space.

If, however, the slack variable, s, is set to zero, this implies that
the corresponding constraint is active. From the constraint equations
in the K-T Conditions, the value for the corresponding spatial variable
(Ax, Ay, or 09) is determined (for example, if sl0, then Ar—Axm ).
The K-T Conditions can then be used to solve for the value of the
Lagrange multiplier, u. If this value is less than zero, then the solution
does not meet the necessary conditions for a minimum point and
cannot be the optimum solution.

Procedure for Obtaining Possible Solutions
The 27 possible combinations of zero switching variables are

shown in Appendix B. In general, all 27 cases must be checked in
order to obtain the true global minimum of the objective function.
The basic procedure is as follows:

1. For a given set of zero switching variables, compute the
solution vector (Ax, Ay, M), Lagrange multipliers (ui) and
slack variables (s1).

2. Verify that the solution is feasible. That is, assure that the
solution falls within the constraints by checking that s? >_ 0
and that the Lagrange multipliers meet the condition
u ; _>0.

3. If the solution is feasible, compare it to any other feasible
solutions and select the one with the lowest computed value
for the objective function. This will be the global minimum
solution.

SAMPLE RESULTS
As an illustrative example, the vibration of a cantilevered,

aluminum flat plate is considered. The dimensions of the plate and the
location of six axial strain gages (see Appendix C) and an
accelerometer are shown in Figure 2. This plate was loaded in a
vibratory manner on a shaker table, and the strain amplitudes per
participating mode were obtained by applying a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) to the dynamic strain data. For the purposes of this
example, only the first three bending modes are considered.

A finite element model of the blade was constructed using 8-
noded solid finite elements and the Algor® commercial finite element
software package. The cantilever boundary condition was modeled by
fixing all displacements for the nodes along the left end of the model.
A modal analysis was performed using this model, and the resulting
mode shapes were scaled so that the predicted displacement
corresponded to the displacement value obtained by integrating the
accelerometer response. The strain magnitudes were then normalized
for each mode by dividing by the predicted strain on the `black' gage.
The resulting measured and predicted strain magnitudes, along with
the sum of the squared errors, are summarized in Table 1 below.

—Blue ... Brown— -----•------ .

El

13ed Orange g

8.5 in (21.59 cm)

Figure 2. Geometry and instrumentation for flat plate

Table 1. Experimental and predicted strain amplitudes

Gage

Exp/FEM Strain Amplitudes
Error1" Bend 2" Bend 3 Bend

Black .848/1.00 .917/1.00 .911/1.00 0.0374
Red .924/1.066 .841/.914 .796/.882 0.0328
Blue .897/1.00 .9591.997 .946/1.00 0.0149
Gray .226/.253 -.848/-.917 .951/1.063 0.0182
Orange .233/.256 -.814/-.865 .850/.966 0.0165
Brown .235/.253 -.890/-.917 .980/1.063 0.0080

The Gage Misplacement Compensation Algorithm was then
applied to the flat plate data Each of the six strain gages was
considered separately following the procedure outlined above. The
misplacement and misalignment limits used in this analysis were:

= ±gagewidth = ±0.06in (1.52 mm)

Dym„,. I. = ±gagewidth = ±0.06in (1.52 mm) (16)

ABmx.mi„ =±10°
The results of the gage misplacement compensation are

summarized in Table 2, and the resulting modified strain magnitudes
are shown relative to the measured and unmodified predicted strain
magnitudes in Figures 3 through 5. As these results demonstrate, by
applying this one-time strain gage correction, the differences between
predicted and measured strains can be reduced significantly
(approximately 75% per mode). Using this approach to reduce strain
measurement errors caused by gage misplacement and/or
misalignment will improve the integrity of the dynamic data and
increase the effectiveness of model modification procedures.

4
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Figure 3. First bending mode strain amplitudes (f=43 Hz)
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Figure 4. Second bending mode strain amplitudes
(x270 Hz)
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Figure 5. Third bending mode strain amplitudes (f=758 Hz)

CONCLUSION
A method has been developed which incorporates a standard

numerical optimization technique to minimize vibratory strain
measurement errors which are due to strain gage misplacement or
misalignment. The method incorporates the Lagrange multiplier and
slack variable method to incorporate a series of inequality constraints
on the allowable level of gage misplacement. The Kuhn-Tucker
necessary conditions for global optimality are applied to the
Lagrangian function, and a procedure is defined for obtaining the
optimum solution.

This method was applied to a simple case of flat plate vibratory
response, and substantial reductions (ms70%) in the difference between
measured and predicted strain magnitudes was demonstrated for a
fairly small one-time gage "re-adjustment." This approach should
significantly improve the quality of dynamic data prior to application
of model modification techniques which will be used to better
calibrate finite element models based upon actual test data.
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APPENDIX A - DEFINITION OF VARIABLES IN
EXPANDED OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

Nom,;	 N

a=	 (en, - 	 b =	 A 2

Nc= ^ A2 	 d= 	 C? +2(e, - e,,,,ji  ]

NArm..

e=	 2A,B; ,
Nu a,,

f= 12A1 C;

g= Nr2B1 C; , h=NZ2(so, -e;.,- ;

j = 	 2(s 	 - e. Nk = 	 2(so - e,

N,rea,

1=ZD?,
N,

m=Z2C;D,

N

n= E2A;D; ,
N

p= r2B; D;

APPENDIX B - 27 POSSIBLE SWITCHING
VARIABLE CASES

Case 1 - u u2= u3= u4= u5= U60
Solve for Ax, Ay, OB

Case 2 - ul= u2= u3= u4= s5= U6 0
AO= AO max, solve for Ax, Ay, u5

Case 3 - ui= u2= u3= u4= u5= 36 0
t B= ABmin, solve for Ax, 1y, u6

Case 4 - ul= u2= s3= u4= u5= U6 0
Ay = Aymax, solve for Ax, O8, u3

Case 5 - ul= u2= 33= u4= s5= u6'O
Ay = Aymax, AO= MB max, solve for Ax, u3, u5

Case 6- u1= u2= s3= u4= u5= s6'O
Ay=Aymax, Ae=eBn,iI,, solve for Ax, u3, u6

Case 7 - u u2= u3= 34= u5= U6 0
AY = DYmin, solve for ix, 09, u4

Case 8 - ul= u2= u3= s4= s5= U6 0
AY = AYmin, AB= AO max, solve for Ax, u4, u5

Case 9 - ul= u2= u3= s4= u5= 36 0
DY = AYmin, 'B= OBmin, solve for As, u4, u6

Case 10 - s1= u2= u3= u4 u5= u6"O
Ar = Axmax, solve for Ay, A9, u 1

Case 11 - s1= u2= u3= u4= s5= U60
Ax = Axmax, AO= AO max, solve for Ay, ul, u5

Case 12 -S1 u2= u3= u4= u5= s6 0
Ar = Axmax, AO= ABA, solve for Ay, ul, u6

Case 13 - sl= u2= s3= u4= u5= u6'0
Az =1xmax, Ay = Aymax, solve for A9, u 1, u3

Case 14- s 1= u2= s3= u4= s5= U6 0
Ax = Axmax, Ay = Aymax, 1.9'  AG max, solve for u, u3, u5

Case 15 - s1= u2= s3= u4= u5= s6 0

Az = AXmax, AY = AYmax, A9= AGmin, solve for ul, u3, u6
Case 16 - sl= u2= u3= s4= u5= U60

Ax _ AXmax, AY = AYmin, solve for AG, uI, u4
Case 17-s1= u2=u3=s4=35=u6 0

A _ AXmax, AY = AYmin, AB= A9 max, solve for ul, u4, u5
Case 18 - s1= u2= u3= s4= u5= 360

A _ AXmax, AY = AYmin, A 8 = AG min, solve for u 1, u4, u6
Case 19- u 1= s2= u3= u4= u5= U60

Ax _ Axmin, solve for Ay, AB, u2
Case 20 - ul= s2= u3= u4= s5= U6 0

Ax = AXmin, A9= AG max, solve for A)), u2, u5
Case 21 - ul= s2= u3= u4= u5= s60

Ax = Axe, A9='emir,, solve for Ay, u2, u6
Case 22 - u 1= s2= s3= u4= u5= U6 0

A _ AXmin, AY = AYmax, solve for AG, u2, u3
Case 23 - u1= s2= s3= u4= s5= U6 0

Ax = Axmin, Ay = AYmax, A9= AG max, solve for u2, u3, us
Case 24 - U1- s2= s3= u4= u5= 360

A _ Axmin, Ay = Aymax, AB= ABmin, solve for u2, u3, u6
Case 25 - ul= s2= u3= s4= u5= u6O

Ax = Axmin, AY = AYmin, solve for AB, u2, u4
Case 26 - U132s2= u3= s4= s5= U6 0

Ax = AXmin, Ay = Aymin, A9= AB max, solve for u2, u4, u5
Case 27 - u 1= s2= u3= s4= u5= s6--0

Ax = AXmin, Ay = DYmin, AB = AG mini solve for u2, u4, u6

APPENDIX C - STRAIN GAGE SPECIFICATIONS
The strain gages used in the experimental portion of this work

were manufactured by the Vishay Group, Micro-Measurements
Division. The gage part number was CEA-13-125UR-350, a general
purpose 450 single-plane three-leg rosette. The individual legs of the
rosettes consist of single gages with length of 0.125 in (3.175 mm)
and width of.0.060 in (1.524 mm). Since the current practice in
turbine engine structural testing involves the use of simple uniaxial
gages, only the strain measurement from the leg of each rosette
corresponding to the axial direction of the plate was utilized for this
analysis. This simulation of an actual test situation, where transverse
strain is unknown, precluded the use of the manufacturer-
recommended raw strain corrections for strain gage misalignment
(TN511) and transverse sensitivity (TN509). No temperature
correction was required since the test was performed at room
temperature; and no surface curvature correction was applied since the
test article was a flat plate.
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